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POLITICS 
 
SURVEY: BOLSONARO ENJOYS HIS BEST MOMENT IN CONGRESS, BUT REFORMS 

ENVIRONMENT STILL DIFFICULT 
Estimates of the strength of the President’s legislative support base and the government’s 

ability to pass bills are growing, but the economic agenda raises caution after the intervention 
into Petrobras upper management. Almost a month after the election of Arthur Lira and Rodrigo 
Pacheco to the presidency of the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate, with the support of 

President Jair Bolsonaro, political analysts’ appraisal of the government’s support base and its 
ability to pass bills in Congress has improved. Read more. 

 
BRAZIL SENATE APPROVES MORE PANDEMIC AID FOR POOR FAMILIES 

Brazil’s Senate passed on Thursday, March 4th, a constitutional amendment letting the 
government extend emergency pandemic aid to poor Brazilians, while keeping costs within its 
spending cap. Read more. 

 
BRAZIL’S ECONOMY SHOULD RECOVER LAST DECADE’S LEVEL ONLY IN 2023 – 

FECOMÉRCIOSP 
The São Paulo State Federation of Trade of Goods, Services and Tourism (FecomercioSP) said 
that the Brazilian economy should recover the level of the beginning of the last decade only in 

2023. Read more. 
 

BOLSONARO SAYS, HE WANTS HIS DECISION POWER BACK: “ENOUGH OF THIS 
WHINING DURING THE PANDEMIC” 
President Jair Bolsonaro demanded that the power to lead policies related to the pandemic in 

the country be “restored” to him, referring to the Federal Supreme Court (STF) decision 
allowing governors and mayors to implement social isolation measures in their respective 

regions. Read more. 
 
BRAZIL OUT OF WORLD’S TOP 10 ECONOMIES AND DOWN TO 12TH, RANKING SHOWS 

The Brazilian GDP dropped 4.1% in 2020, registering the largest contraction since the start of 
the IBGE’s current official records in 1996. According to a survey by Austin Rating, the country 

may slip to the 14th position in 2021. Read more. 
 
U.S. SENATOR WANTS TO TRACE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS ASSOCIATED WITH 

ILLEGAL DEFORESTATION 
The bill would oblige companies bringing commodities such as beef, leather, palm oil, soy, and 

cocoa into the U.S. to know where these goods originated and to ensure they were produced 
in compliance with laws of the country where they were grown or raised. Read more. 
 

BRAZIL WANTS FAST ACCESSION TO WTO’S PUBLIC PROCUREMENT AGREEMENT 
The Ministry of Economy's International Trade Secretary Lucas Ferraz signaled that Brazil is 

ready to open negotiations on a reciprocal basis with the 48 current members of the agreement, 
in the segment estimated globally at US$1.7 trillion per year. Read more. 
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GUEDES SAYS ECONOMIC MISTAKES COULD TURN BRAZIL INTO VENEZUELA QUICKLY 
After President Jair Bolsonaro’s recent actions were interpreted as interventionist in state-
owned companies, Minister Paulo Guedes (Economy) stated that Brazil could quickly become 

an Argentina or Venezuela if it continues to increase its debt and make bad economic policy 
decisions. Read more. 

 
BRAZIL'S GDP STRONGEST DECLINE IN 30 YEARS, DOWN 4.1% IN 2020 
The Brazilian economy registered a record contraction of 4.1% in 2020, as a result of the 

economic impact generated by the novel coronavirus pandemic, according to GDP (Gross 
Domestic Product) data released this Wednesday (3) by IBGE (Brazilian Institute of Geography) 

and Statistics). This is the most significant drop in the historical series with the current 
methodology, which starts in 1996, surpassing the retraction of 3.5% registered in 2015. Read 
more. 

 
BRAZIL'S GUEDES SAYS HE WILL STAY ON AS LONG AS HE HAS BOLSONARO'S 

CONFIDENCE 
Brazilian Economy Minister Paulo Guedes said on Tuesday he will stay in his post as long as he 
has the confidence of President Jair Bolsonaro. Guedes’ relationship with Bolsonaro has come 

under scrutiny since the right-wing president pushed out the chief executive of state-run oil 
company Petrobras in February and threatened to interfere in other sectors of the economy. 

Read more. 
 
BRAZIL WORKING WITH BIDEN ON CLIMATE, AMAZON DEFORESTATION, SAYS 

FOREIGN MINISTER 
The Brazilian government and the Biden administration are working together on climate 

change, an area that appeared to be the main hurdle to good relations, Brazil’s Foreign Minister 
Ernesto Araujo said on Friday, March 3rd. Conservative President Jair Bolsonaro had developed 

a close alignment with former U.S. President Donald Trump and shared his disdain for climate 
change issues and international accords. Read more. 
 

ANALYSIS: VACCINATION WITHOUT LOCKDOWN COULD TURN BRAZIL INTO A 
SUPER-POWERFUL STRAIN “FACTORY” 

Researchers from Imperial College London and the University of Leicester argue that 
maintaining lockdowns and other containment measures are important during the vaccination 
process of a population. Read more. 

 

HEALTH 
 
BRAZIL IN WORST PANDEMIC MOMENT: 7 FACTS SHOWING THE COUNTRY IS IN THE 

MOST ACUTE STAGE OF COVID-19 
The new wave of the Covid-19 pandemic has hit Brazil hard. The fast advance of the disease is 

attributed to the emergence of new variants and the drop-in social isolation rates. Read more. 
 
BRAZIL SENATE APPROVES BILL TO SPEED UP COVID-19 VACCINE PURCHASES 

Brazil’s Senate approved legislation on Tuesday, March 2nd, that will accelerate vaccine 
purchases for the country’s slow COVID-19 inoculation program and the proposal will now pass 

to President Jair Bolsonaro for his signature. Read more. 
 
BRAZIL EXPECTS UP TO 3,000 DAILY DEATHS IN MARCH, SAYS MINISTRY OF HEALTH 

The Ministry of Health’s leadership expects Brazil to experience the worst moment of the 
pandemic in the coming two weeks. Read more. 

 
BRAZIL DECIDES TO BUY PFIZER AND JANSSEN COVID-19 VACCINES 
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After months of negotiations and clashes, the federal government has decided to buy vaccine 

doses from Pfizer and Janssen (the pharmaceutical arm of the Johnson & Johnson laboratory). 
The agreement with Pfizer was confirmed at a meeting with the company on Wednesday (3), 
and now Brazil will sign the contract. The deal involves offering about 99 million doses - 9 

million by June 30 million by September, and 60 million by December. Read more. 
 

AFTER A PERIOD OF DECLINE, BRAZIL’S VACCINATION RATE INCREASED IN EARLY 
MARCH 
After a week of steady decline, the pace of vaccination in Brazil is picking up. Between March 

1st and 4th, the rolling average of doses administered daily increased 35% in the country. The 
current logistics enable 277,239 Brazilians to get a dose every day, according to a survey on 

rolling averages by the Our World in Data portal, linked to Oxford University. Read more. 
 
NATIONAL WATCHDOG SAYS VACCINES USED IN BRAZIL ARE SAFE 

Brazil’s national sanitary regulator Anvisa announced that the public data on the use of vaccines 
against COVID-19 in the country has thus far shown no link between the inoculation and 

adverse effects or deaths. No change in the risk–benefit ratio has been reported, Anvisa stated. 
Read more. 
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